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PRESS RELEASE

The Swedish Club points Bridge crew in the right direction 

Containers tumbling into the sea, environmental damage – with reports of 

navigational error a seeming fact of life The Swedish Club has launched a 

new edition of Navigational Claims, which aims to provide an insight into 

the causes of these incidents and offers comprehensive loss prevention 

advice in order to avoid them. 

The Swedish Club’s Loss Prevention team has reviewed its claims history, 

using its comprehensive bank of statistics to publish an insight into the latest 

trends, provide detailed case studies, highlight relevant International 

Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGS), and share 

commentary from a qualified pilot with first-hand experience of issues during 

port transit. 

With navigational errors contributing to almost a third of the Club’s H&M claims 

portfolio, Lars A. Malm, Director Strategic Business Development & Client 

Relations at The Swedish Club, is in no doubt as to the seriousness of these 

incidents: “Collisions, contact, groundings – even the loss of the Costa 

Concordia, the most expensive marine insurance claim in history, and a tragic 

loss of life - was due to navigational error,” he says. 

“We have seen, and continue to see, that many such incidents are caused by 

‘the human element’ - individuals and teams making serious misjudgements in 

situations that could not be described as extreme.” 
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• Container vessels are top of the league for collisions and contact claims

and are responsible for about 37% of the collision claims and 42% of the

contact claims that the Club sees. They have double the frequency of

contacts and collisions than bulkers, often carrying out manoeuvres

close to the berth at high speed. The most expensive claims occur when

a vessel hits a gantry crane or the quay at high speed.

• Frequency of collision is highest on RoRos, and frequency of contact

highest on passenger ferries. Most of these incidents happen within the

port area - RoRo vessels mostly trade short distances between specific

ports, which means that they have more port calls than the more

conventional merchant vessels.

• Bulk vessels have the greatest frequency of groundings which may be

because they may trade in more difficult conditions, often loading ore

and other material which can be sourced from a remote island or port.

• Despite the fact that the pilot joins the vessel to increase safety, it can

also be seen that more than half (55%) of all navigational claims occur

when the pilot is on board.

Whilst the causes of such incidents may seem diverse, the loss prevention 

advice is very clear: 

“The causes are numerous," explains Malm. "Many can be prevented by 

efficient communication, planning, and understanding the limitations and risks 

with the navigational equipment. Often officers have very different 

backgrounds, experience and knowledge. It is also common that the bridge 

team does not work in harmony. We hope that Navigational Claims will highlight 

some of the common problem areas and raise awareness of the steps that can 

be taken to overcome them.” 

Navigational Claims highlights the following: 
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Navigational Claims is the latest Loss Prevention publication from The Swedish 

Club. For your copy visit https://www.swedishclub.com/films-and-

publications/publications/loss-prevention-and-brochures/ 

-ends-

Lars A. Malm 

Director Strategic Business Development & Client 

Relations, The Swedish Club 

Please click on image to download. 

Navigational Claims 

Please click on picture to download cover image. 

https://elabor8.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b081a93d7464caa47ebf0168a&id=c00d4cd068&e=2602e7dcee
https://elabor8.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b081a93d7464caa47ebf0168a&id=c00d4cd068&e=2602e7dcee
https://elabor8.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b081a93d7464caa47ebf0168a&id=77b1b3e825&e=2602e7dcee
https://elabor8.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b081a93d7464caa47ebf0168a&id=652bce2fff&e=2602e7dcee
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For further information please contact Debra Massey on +44 

1296 682675, email dmassey@elabor8.co.uk

Notes to Editors 

The Swedish Club was founded by shipowners in 1872 and is today a leading and 

diversified mutual marine insurance company, owned and controlled by its members. 

The Club writes Protection & Indemnity, Freight, Demurrage & Defence, Hull & 

Machinery, Hull Interests, Loss of Hire, War Risks, and any additional insurances 

required by shipowners or charterers. It also writes Hull & Machinery, War risks and 

Loss of Hire for Mobile Offshore Units and FPSOs. 

Its head office is located in Gothenburg, Sweden, with branch offices in Piraeus, 

Hong Kong, Tokyo, Oslo and London. 

More information about the Club is available at: www.swedishclub.com 
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